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The aim of Statistical Science is to present the full range of contemporary statistical thought at a technical level
accessible to the broad community of practitioners, teachers, researchers and students of statistics and probability.

The journal will publish discussions of methodological and theoretical topics of current interest and importance,
surveys of substantive research areas with promising statistical applications, comprehensive book reviews, discussions of
classic articles from the statistical literature and interviews with distinguished statisticians and probabilists.

The opinions expressed are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect those of the editors or of the IMS.

SUBMISSION POLICY
Statistical Science welcomes the submission of expository, review and survey papers in all areas of the theory,

methodology and applications of statistics and probability. Articles that synthesize research that has been published in
diverse sources or that has been developed from diverse points of view are especially valuable. Please see the editorial in
the February 1992 issue (vol. 7, no. 1) for additional description of the goals of Statistical Science.

Authors should submit a PDF file of a manuscript to be considered for publication in Statistical Science. The manuscript
should be prepared for 8 1/2 × 11-inch paper and double-spaced throughout, including the references, with margins of at
least 1 1/2 inches on all four sides. Pages should be numbered consecutively. Authors are encouraged to use the template for
figures provided at www.imstat.org.

The manuscript should contain an abstract of 200 or fewer words, followed by approximately 5 or 6 key words or phrases.
Additional guidelines for authors appear at www.imstat.org/sts/manprep.html.

Effective February 2005 manuscripts should be submitted electronically at www.imstat.org. Authors will receive
confirmation via e-mail that the submitted PDF file has been successfully posted and has entered the review process. Once
an editorial decision has been made regarding the manuscript the author will again be notified. If the paper is accepted the
author will be given further instructions to complete the publication process.

A condition of submission is that the manuscript has not previously been published and is not simultaneously being
considered for publication elsewhere. All authors must transfer copyright to the Institute prior to publication. Page
charges are $45 per printed page. Payment of some or all of the estimated page charges associated with articles is
strongly encouraged. The editorial review of articles and administration of page charges are completely separate activities.
Manuscripts are reviewed and accepted prior to determining whether page charges will be paid.

The final PDF file of an accepted manuscript will be sent to the corresponding author via e-mail. The e-mail will include
instructions for examination of page proofs by the author, and links to copyright transfer, page charge and offprint purchase
order forms. These links are also available at www.imstat.org. Instructions for return are included on each of the forms.
Gratis offprints are no longer offered.


